
FOR I:.':14.EDIATE RELEASE 

On Monday (November 13th) from Noon to 1 PM in the GAS BUGGY 

ROOM of the JACX TAR EOTEL - the Bay Area News Media is invited 

to a cocktail reception/news conference (multiple/double choice) 

for Warren Commission author-critic Harold Weisberg. The Author 

will reveal startling heretofore hidden and unavailable facts 

about the murder of President John F. Kennedy. 

Weisberg is the first of the published author-critics of the 
highly disputed Warren Commission Report. His previous works 
are: WHITEWASH: The Report on the Warren Report; WHITEWASH II: 
The FBI-Secret Service Coverup; Photographic WITEWASH: Suppressed 
Kennedy Assassination Pictures. 

Weisberg's latest book - OSWALD IN NEW ORLEANS: Case for Conspiracy 
with the CIA - has just been published and released; this phase of 
his writings is actually an investigative "blueprint" of the forth-
coming "Trial of the Century" of New Orleans District Attorney Jim 
Garrison. (Garrison's recent PLAYBOY interview presents a broad 
outline of the case.) Garrison has written the Forward to Weisberg's 
book, whereby he sets the background scene for the book's contents. 

Weisberg's literary position is straightforward: That the Warren 
Commission's own best evidence - purposely ignored and/or obfuscated  
by J. Edgar Hoover and certain Warren Commission Associate Counsel -
completely and irrefutably invalidates every major conclusion of 
this Presidential  commission. Mr. Weisberg is prepared to name names 
and produce material evidence from The National Archives to backup 
his contentions. 

It should be noted that one/third of the overall "investigation" of 
President Kennedy has been sealed in The National Archives for - a 
period of 75 years. If Oswald committed the crime alone and unassist-
ed, what is there about this man that must be hidden from the news 
media and American public for three quarters of a Century? Weisberg's 
OSWALD IN NEW ORL7ANS goes a long ways toward explaining this as yet 
unanswered question. 

Mr. Weisberg is a most candid interview; Bay Area newsmen will be 
afforded an opportunity to "open a can of worms" too long delayed. 
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